
During the Holidays, Family Trumps Ministry 
 
Christmas, family and ministry - the glorious holiday trifecta. Or, for pastors, the perfect storm of hyper 
activity, unrealistic or unmet expectations, and stress upon stress. How do we balance the needs and 
demands while maintaining our sanity? What are we to do…or not do? Well, I don’t often do this, but 
today I will reference Albert Einstein:   

 
Einstein's three rules of work: 
1.  Out of clutter find simplicity. 
2.  From discord find harmony. 
3.  In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity. 
 

First, simplify. Try to separate the family and ministry components as much as possible, placing a 
higher priority on family.  Your family will probably not remember the church service, but they will 
remember the family traditions. But in both, seek to simplify. Does it really need to be that big, bold, 
and grandiose? What is the least complicated way to do something? Do we need cocoa in 7 different 
flavors? Does the tree need to FILL the living room, and does it need 43 strings of lights all flashing in 
time to the music? I think we need to remember this whole Christmas “thing” started off pretty simple: a 
baby in a manger in a stable surrounded by shepherds. Simple. No flash. No music. No twinkle. Just 
simple. 

 
Second, find harmony. Two harmonies come to mind. First is external, and this comes through clear 
communication on expectations. Ask the questions, and seek answers and understanding, always 
keeping number one in mind…or should I say Number One: Christ. Internal harmony involves letting go 
of internal fears of failure, fears of others’ expectations. Instead, focus on enjoying the people around us 
while trying, in gentle ways, to point them to Christ. And this brings us to point three.  

 
Third, look for the opportunities. Many time in the rush and crush of these hectic days we focus on 
the current crisis and lose sight of the bigger picture. In the midst of the crazy, it is often good to pause 
and look around, focusing on the faces and not the failures, looking for opportunities. Opportunities to 
bring peace. Opportunities to bring harmony. Opportunities to bless those around us. A big part of this is 
changing our focus, shifting it away from ourselves and onto the Gospel, the true reason we should be 
doing all this stuff in the first place. As Dr. Timothy Keller says in his book The Freedom of Self-
Forgetfulness: 

 
“…the essence of gospel-humility is not thinking more of myself or thinking less of myself, 

it is thinking of myself less.” 
 

As pastors, we need to take these three to a different level, applying them to our families and to the 
churches we serve. This involves direct teaching and indirect modeling of these principles. Our church 
in Olivia has a tradition of a simple Christmas Eve service where everyone brings a simple “gift” to 
share. It might be food, some music, a favorite reading, even a child’s drawing. Nothing big or showy, 
just simple, like the first Christmas.  
 
May God Bless you with a simple Christmas this year… 
 
In Christ,  
 
Kelley Johnson 
NCD Pastoral Care 
 
PS: The idea for this article came from our son, Isaac. Thanks, Bud! 


